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Houston:   America First Energy Conference  9 November 2017 

 

One-Day event Topics:   Climate, Energy, Law, Policy, EPA 

 

All sessions are now broken out at this site:  http://americafirstenergy.org/ 

 

Among new friends: Dr Hal Dorian of The Right Climate Stuff 

 

http://www.therightclimatestuff.com/                    

  

Hal will accept if we invite him to speak here! He wants to come 

 

Recommend to read book: The Prize by Daniel Yergin “best history of oil ever written.” 

 

Some might want to visit the Cooler Heads Coalition web site, part of Competitive 

Enterprise Institute   http://www.globalwarming.org/category/blog/ 

 

The entire legal basis for the EPA taking action and the resultant CO2 Endangerment  

Finding is based on fraud or at least a fraudulent claim in the case Massachusetts vs. 

EPA.  Massachusetts sued EPA over the notion that human use of fossil fuels has 

increased the rate of sea level rise.                         It hasn’t.   

 

But, the science of this was never studied or presented in arguments before the courts. 
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This graphic came from David Stephenson, Cesar Rodney Institute, his presentation 
is on line at http://americafirstenergy.org/cr3ativconference/panel-6b-reforming-epa/ 
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This graphic came from Myron Ebell, Competitive Enterprize Institute, his presentation 
is on line at http://americafirstenergy.org/cr3ativconference/panel-6b-reforming-epa/ 
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New words for our dictionaries 

 

 

    Alter: 

 

 

   DFIR      Dual Fence Intercomparison Reference: 

 

 

     

    Nipher: 

 

 

                                          

     Tretyakov: 

 

 

 

 



 

Outline 

 

       Alarmist claims of increasing heavy rains tied to “global warming”                                     

 

       Background on precipitation types 

 

       Background on precipitation measurements 

 

       Precipitation Measurement Deficiencies 

 

       David Legates’ Analysis 

 

       ASOS Precipitation Measurements  

 

        ASOS Improvement Program and newer changes to precipitation  

        instrumentation 

 

        Proof,  the “heavy rains increasing” argument is specious. 
 

 
 



 

 

Alarmist claims of increasing heavy rain 

 tied to “global warming” 

 

 



Figure source: adapted from Kunkel et al. 20131 

http://nca2014.globalchange.gov/report/our-changing-climate/heavy 

-downpours-increasing 

Spoiler Alert! 
Where is this tied to 
great climate shift 
of 1976? 
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http://nca2014.globalchange.gov/report/our-changing-climate/heavy-downpours-increasing 
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Recent heavy rains and flooding in the Northeast, Midwest, and Great Plains are 

consistent with a warming planet, and such events are expected to become more 

common over time. 

 

As average temperatures in regions across the country have gone up, more rain 

 has fallen during the heaviest downpours.  

 

Very heavy precipitation events, defined as the heaviest one percent, now drop 67 

percent more precipitation in the Northeast, 31 percent more in the Midwest and 15 

percent more in the Great Plains, including the Dakotas, than they did 50 years ago. 

 

This happens because warmer air holds more moisture.  
 

http://www.ucsusa.org/global_warming/science_and_impacts/impacts/heavy-flooding-and-
global-warming.html#.Wg0K7GCWz1I 

Union of concerned Scientists Web Site  

http://www.cnn.com/2010/US/weather/03/16/severe.weather/
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           Precipitation Types 

 



The 99 
 Synoptic Weather 
types used in  
World Meteorological  
Organization Codes 
 
http://www. 
weathergraphics.com/ 
dl/wxchart.pdf 
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Rain 

Snow 

Snow and Drifting Snow 

Rain and Snow Mixed 

https://www.google.com/url?sa=i&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=images&cd=&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=0ahUKEwj45-j9ncLXAhWIwYMKHX_oCaIQjRwIBw&url=https://www.mprnews.org/story/2016/11/18/first-snow-winter&psig=AOvVaw37_D_HkJrcgNzUqsjJXX0r&ust=1510891993299210
http://www.google.com/url?sa=i&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=images&cd=&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=0ahUKEwjdkPjMnsLXAhWmy4MKHepiAKIQjRwIBw&url=http://www.lfpress.com/2014/11/20/blowing-snow-advisory-issued-for-huron-and-perth&psig=AOvVaw1U3rTrPVb0MU6qOII_I7Z8&ust=1510892237425039


Drifting Snow 

Blowing Snow 

https://cloudatlas.wmo.int/imgviewer-5018.txt
https://www.google.com/url?sa=i&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=images&cd=&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=0ahUKEwiD6_rhoMLXAhWU14MKHUj3DXYQjRwIBw&url=https://globalnews.ca/news/3155799/snowfall-warnings-for-southeastern-manitoba/&psig=AOvVaw1gKPORcg4zNGyrEjzpo-vy&ust=1510892833942328


 

Weather is a “National Responsibility.” 

 

     Nations’ response to this doctrine are as varied as the nations themselves 

 

     Instruments have been developed and fielded worldwide…but…in  ways  

     determined by the nations themselves 

 

     The World Meteorological Organization, a technical arm of the UN… 

    
     <also, World Health Organization…International Civil Aviation Organization> 

 

      WMO has acted to enhance interoperability and has sponsored numerous  

      intercomparisons between the different types of instruments: 

 

      Surface and Upper Air 

 

       Some <WMO-sponsored> results of  intercomparisons among the different      

.      types of  instruments…later…. 

 

 
 
 



Limitations on precipitation measurements 
 

     Wind, wind turbulence adversely affect instruments’ ability to measure precipitation 

 

     …been known for a long time. 

 

     …higher the wind, the worse the problem. 

 

     Problem…worse with Snow, worse yet, Snow & Blowing Snow, or just Blowing Snow 

 

     Wind increases with height… instruments nearer ground might be good…heavy snow   

.    can bury the instrument…accuracy…lost. 

 

     Winds near trees and buildings can prevent a good capture by the instruments (wind 

     shadow effect) 

 

     Ideal location might be a clearing in a wooded area or a park in urban 

     or suburban environment 

 

     Wind “shields” have been devised and tested.  

 

     Some instruments are shielded..some  unshielded… 

 

     Problem of maintenance…worse with automated and on-line processed data? 
 



https://www.fs.fed.us/rm/pubs_exp_for/priest_river/exp_for_priest_river_1953_warnick.pdf 

 

This old Forest Service report shows 

the problem of undercatchment  

of precipitation during the snow 

season at the Priest River Experimental 

Forest, Idaho, 1951, 1952.  

 

Lower Curve A shows unshielded snow 

accumulation 

 

Curve B Idaho Type II wind shield 

 
Curve C Modified “Alter Type I” shield 
 

https://www.fs.fed.us/rm/pubs_exp_for/priest_river/exp_for_priest_river_1953_warnick.pdf


 

Precipitation Measuring Instruments 

 

 



https://www.colorado.edu/geography/class_homepages/geog_4331_s07/slides/week10a.pdf 
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US standard    8-inch rain gage. 
 
Site looks ideal today. What happens in 30 years when that nice blue spruce matures? 



 
Reading a standard 8-inch rain gage. 

 

This one appears to have been in this site 

for some time. 

 

This site may be in Pennsylvania. 

 

Is that corrosion or dirt on the surface of the 

funnel affecting the quality of the 

measurement? 



Orland, California, Poster Child for a well-exposed station, data set posted June, 2007 
 



NWS 80 nonrecording gauge,  rainfall collector off, as used for snowfall measurement 

Three Parts: 
8-inch receiver funnel 
8-inch overflow receptacle 
2.53-inch measuring tube 
 (--1/10tharea)  



Fayetteville, NC, Fischer-Porter recording rain gage, weighs the sample 
Rain gage appears to have been tilting over the years, introducing  systematic errors. 



From Steven Burt, Weather Observer’s Handbook. 





https://wattsupwiththat.com/2011/05/13/measuring-rain-the-easy-way-using-an-automatic 
-logging-rain-gauge/ 
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NWS Employee: 

 

“Part of my job is to QC over a thousand tipping bucket gages hourly for input into 

 radar precipitation estimation corrections…. 

 

… clogs and partial clogs are a constant problem.  

 

Dew forms on the funnels first, and, if next to a dusty environment such as a gravel 

 road or a farm field, the dust interacts with the dew and slides down to the funnel neck, 

 creating a very effective adobe plug.  

 

Spiders build nests inside, which interfere with the tipper movement. 

 

 Blowing leaves collect to create partial plugs, so, as mentioned above, 

 a one-hour rain storm may dribble out for hours or days after the event.  

 

Dirt collecting in the buckets can cause over-estimation… 

 

During high rain rates, water is lost during the transition from the full tipper to the  

empty tipper.  

 

Long term climatologies show tipping buckets collect about 70% of what a co-located 8″  

standard rain gage collects.” 
 
 



https://www.meted.ucar.edu/hydro/precip_est/part1_measurement/print.php#page_3-4-0 
 
NCAR Video of Tipping Bucket Rain Gage; Requires login to COMET 
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DFIR  Double Fence Intercomparison Reference 

The full-sized DFIR is massive: 12 meters or 39 feet in diameter for the outer fence 

the DFIR was developed as the “Gold Standard” after numerous WM0 intercomparisons 



http://journals.ametsoc.org/doi/full/10.1175/1520-0426(1998)015%3C0054% 

3AAONSNP%3E2.0.CO%3B2   Tretyakov Rain Gage -- Idaho 

 

This, other B&W “Idaho” photos, from above report, Journal of Atmospheric Technology.  
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Alter shield with Universal Recording Gage - Idaho 



Wyoming Shield with Universal recording gage - Idaho 



 
…Wyoming windshields were also tested at the Marshall Field site <part of NCAR, Boulder, CO>.   
 
 A Wyoming shield consists of two mesh fences slanting outward at the top.  
 
The outer fence is 20 feet in diameter.  <compared with 39-ft for DFIR> 
 
The catch efficiency for a Geonor gauge in the Wyoming shield decreased rapidly at  
windspeeds higher than 4 meters per second.  
 
A catch of about 50 percent of the DFIR was recorded at wind speeds of about 
 8 meters per second. 
 
A half-scale Wyoming shield  was developed by Roy Rasmussen and others for the Marshall Field  
site study.  
 
Catch efficiency for a Geonor gauge in a Small Wyoming shield is less than  
50 percent of the DFIR in winds higher than 5 meters per second.  
 
Catch efficiency continues to drop to around 10 percent of the DFIR at windspeeds  
of 8 meters per second 
 
This says that in snow, when winds exceed 8 m/s a Small Wyoming-shielded gage captures only  
10 % of the snow that felt, for instance, in “snow, when winds are 15-gusting 25 knots,” 
 
 



Canadian Nipher snow gauge in Idaho 



https://www.fs.fed.us/t-d/pubs/htmlpubs/htm02252325/ 
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Next several slides delve into the USCRN, US Climate Reference 

 Network 

 

USCRN is the “unimpeachable” climate reference network… 

 

but…what about the operational world…airports? 
 
 







https://www1.ncdc.noaa.gov/pub/data/uscrn/documentation/site/photos/stationsbystate 

_lores.pdf 
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Air Temperature 

 

USCRN stations are equipped with three independent thermometers which measure 

 air temperature in degrees Celsius.  

 

The station's datalogger computes independent 5-minute averages using two-second 

 readings from each thermometer. These multiple measurements are then used to derive 

 the station's official hourly temperature value. 

 

 

Precipitation 

 

Each station has a weighing precipitation gauge which is equipped with three load cell 

 sensors to provide three independent measurements of depth change (in millimeters) 

 at 5-minute intervals. 

 The three series of 5-minute values are then used in an algorithm to derive the  

station's official 5-minute and hourly precipitation value. 

https://www.ncdc.noaa.gov/crn/measurements.html 

https://www.ncdc.noaa.gov/crn/measurements.html


https://www1.ncdc.noaa.gov/pub/data/uscrn/documentation/site/sensors/precipitation/Des

criptions/Precip_GeonorT-200B.pdf 
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 Description:  

The Geonor precipitation gauge is a weighing type gauge.  

The T-200B uses vibrating wire strain gauge load cells to continuously weigh the 

 collection bucket. 

 The collection bucket is suspended by three vibrating wire sensors. 

 Most gauges in the USCRN have a capacity of 600 mm precipitation, but in some remote 

 or very wet locations, a 1000 mm capacity gauge is used to extend the time before 

 the gauge reaches capacity and needs to be drained.  

 

How is it installed?  

The gauge is mounted to a poured concrete pedestal such that the gauge opening  

is about 1.5 m above the ground.  

A controlled heater is attached to the outer surface of the inlet throat of the gauge  

so that wet snow between -10°C and +5°C doesn’t clog the opening, but slides in instead.  

The gauge is surrounded by a  

Small Double Fence Intercomparison Reference (SDFIR) 

Shield and a Single Alter wind/snow shield.  

  

In cold weather, an antifreeze mix is added.  
 



http://geonor.com/live/products/precipitation-and-snow-depth/t-200b-weather- 

precipitation-rain-gauge/ 
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 USCRN Geonor-T200B gauge within both a Small double fence Intercomparison  

Reference <Small DFIR> shield and Alter shield, near Merced, CA… 

Alter Shield 
Small DFIR  



https://www.ncdc.noaa.gov/news/uscrn-implements-new-approach-precipitation 

Redding, CA. 

 

Small DFIR, Alter shield, Geonor T-200B weighing gage and tipping bucket gage (gray) 

 

This photo’s exposure / composition shows the shields better than other photos. 
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Dual-gauge measuring system (bridled shield and unshielded universal recording gauges) 
Idaho. 



The title of this report is, Accuracy of NWS 8" Standard Nonrecording Precipitation 

Gauge: Results and Application of WMO Intercomparison. 

 

Data is displayed in tables showing measurements from shielded and unshielded 

standard 8-inch rain gages,  

but the report does not show photos of them side by side. 
 

Figure  from SAIC report, “Interim Report For  
The Winter Test of Production All-Weather  
Precipitation Accumulation Gauge (AWPAG) 
 Winter 2008-2009” 

Here is the 8-inch gage in Idaho 
where some of the intercomparisons 
were done. 



 

Results 
 

 

     “Ground Truth” was established using collection inside a DFIR 

 

     Wind speed -- most important in reducing efficiency of catch 

 

     Correction equations were derived to improve the unshielded 

     8-inch gage <manual collection> 

 

     <The correction equation used on-line with ASOS is called a 

     “Transfer Function”> 

 

     Depending on the winds, they had to add 20% for rain, and 

     90% for snow. 

 

 



                  
 
 
 
 
 
 

At the Valdai site in Russia, not far from Finland, the unshielded 8-inch gage 

had about 11% undercatch for rain, but ~57% of the snow was not caught. 

        

        



Nowhere in the text does it 
explain how the 8-inch gage 
records 20% HIGHER than the  
DFIR…At Low Wind Speeds! 
 
As wind speed increases, 
>2m/sec, precipitation falls 
 off significantly. 

All data below this line show 
the 8-inch rain gage captures 
less than half that captured  
by the DFIR! 



              
 
 
 
 
 
 

This shows the data after it has been corrected by the equations derived during 

the experiments at Valdai, Russia, Reynolds Creek, Idaho, and Danville, Vermont. 

              
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

Precipitation Measuring Instruments 

 

Wind shields 

 

Combinations 

 



DFIR, Dual Fence Intercomparison Reference wind shield equipped with Tetryakov precip gage 
Outer: 12m Diameter, top 3.5m AGL, lath 1.5m long, 50% coverage 
Inner:   4m  Diameter, top 3.0m AGL, lath 1.5 m long, 50% coverage 
Shown with Tretyakov precipitation gage among items for sale Almaty, Kazakhstan  



DFIR, Dual Fence Intercomparison Reference wind shield, equipped with Tretyakov precip gage 
 
Outer: 12m Diameter, top 3.5m AGL, lath 1.5m long, 50% coverage 
Inner:   4m  Diameter, top 3.0m AGL, lath 1.5 m long, 50% coverage 
 
On site at NOAA Climate Modeling and Diagnostics Laboratory Point Barrow, Alaska, 550 km 
north of Arctic Circe (71 Deg 19 min North, 156 Deg 36 min West.)   



Tretyakov precipitation gage.  
 
The one in the center of the DFIR field is 3m AGL, making it the same height as the  
height of the inner lath shields 



Right: Tretyakov Precipitation Gage 
at University of Colorado, Boulder 

Left: Tretyakov Precipitation Gage 
for sale Almaty, Kazakhstan 

http://www.google.com/url?sa=i&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=images&cd=&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=0ahUKEwjhm73J7rrXAhWd2YMKHdvPCLAQjRwIBw&url=http://www.rap.ucar.edu/projects/marshall/Instruments/Tretyakov.html&psig=AOvVaw3Y2MwfrGGifwgSUUfxRNGg&ust=1510638688060004


Canadian Nipher Gage. 
Top bell is 610 mm wide, bottom is 229 mm diameter, horn is 508 mm long. 
Inner diameter of collection cup is 127 mm and the height of the measuring cup is 2 m AGL. 



Hellmann Gage, bucket height is 2m AGL.  

Hellmann Gages are used… in  Argentina, Austria, Chile, Croatia, Denmark, 

Germany, Greenland, Hungary, Poland, Portugal, Romania, Spain, Switzerland, 

and Turkey 
 



 
Technical Abstract: <extracts> 

 

Various combinations of wind shields and national precipitation gauges 

 commonly used in countries of the Northern Hemisphere have been studied using the 

 combined intercomparison data collected at 14 sites during the WMO Solid 

 Precipitation Measurement Intercomparison Project. 

 

 The results show that 

 

 wind shields improve gauge catch of precipitation particularly for snow.  

 

Shielded gauges, on average, measure 20-70% more snow than unshielded gauges.  

 

Without a doubt, the use of wind shields on precipitation gauges has introduced a  

significant discontinuity into precipitation records particularly in cold and windy regions. 
 
.  
 

https://www.ars.usda.gov/research/publications/publication/?seqNo115=96710 

 

QUANTIFICATION OF PRECIPITATION MEASUREMENT DISCONTINUITY  

INDUCED BY WIND SHIELDS ON NATIONAL GAUGES  
 

https://www.ars.usda.gov/research/publications/publication/?seqNo115=96710


https://www.ars.usda.gov/research/publications/publication/?seqNo115=96710 

 

QUANTIFICATION OF PRECIPITATION MEASUREMENT DISCONTINUITY  

INDUCED BY WIND SHIELDS ON NATIONAL GAUGES  
 

This discontinuity is not constant and it varies with wind speed, temperature and 

 precipitation type.  

 

Adjustment for this discontinuity is necessary to obtain homogenous precipitation  

data for climate change and hydrological studies 

 

 

The relation of the relative catch ratio (RCR, ratio of measurements of shielded gauge 

 to unshielded gauge) versus wind speed and temperature has been developed for  

Alter and Tretyakov wind shields. 

 

 Strong linear relations between measurements of shielded gauge and unshielded  

gauge have also been found for different precipitation types.  
 
 
 

https://www.ars.usda.gov/research/publications/publication/?seqNo115=96710




 

http://journals.ametsoc.org/doi/abs/10.1175/15200477%281994%29075%3C0215%3AT

AOUSP%3E2.0.CO%3B2 

 

Abstract says that errors go from 5% to 40%, worse in winter and in northern 

states because of strong winter storms (wind and snow effects) 

 

In the West, stations are in the valleys, but much of the terrain is a  

lot higher, and much of that is in the mountains, and unsampled. 

Bulletin of the AMS, Feb, 1994. 

http://journals.ametsoc.org/doi/abs/10.1175/15200477%281994%29075%3C0215%3ATAOUSP%3E2.0.CO%3B2
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http://journals.ametsoc.org/doi/abs/10.1175/15200477%281994%29075%3C0215%3ATAOUSP%3E2.0.CO%3B2


HCN   = United States Historical Climatology Network 

 
CDDB = Climate Division Data Base (Part of National Climate Data Center) 



Figure  from SAIC report, “Interim Report For  
The Winter Test of Production All-Weather  
Precipitation Accumulation Gauge (AWPAG) 
 Winter 2008-2009” 

Here is the 8-inch gage in Idaho 
where some of the intercomparisons 
were done. 

Groisman and Legates find the precipitation records in the US have a  

discontinuity caused by the 1940s introduction of the Alter shields to 

 some, but not all, of the US standard 8-inch rain gages. 



 

More discussion on the problems with rain gage data by 

  Groisman and Legates, 1994: 

 

 Vegetation growth and removal 

 

 Construction, removal of fences, buildings 

 

 Installation of instruments on building roof 

 

 then removing them from the roof… 

 

 and moving them to the airport… 

 

A significant improvement to precipitation measurements 

in the US would be to add precipitation shields to the gages. 

 

 



 

Groisman and Legates, Summary and Conclusions (1994) 

 

We are undercounting precipitation especially where it is windy 

 and snowy 

 

These problems are compounded in the mountain West  

 

Introduction of shields in the 1940s to some, not all, of the gages 

 presents a discontinuity 

 

Studies of “climate change” not taking the above are likely to be 

 misleading. 

 

 

 

 

 
 



 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yB6cbwVTWs4 

1:42:00 to 1:57:00 
 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yB6cbwVTWs4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yB6cbwVTWs4


https://www.epa.gov/climate-indicators/climate-change-indicators-heavy-precipitation 
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Jump discontinuity, “square wave,” in the record! 







 
An early Automated Surface Observation 

 System (ASOS)   Precipitation Sensor 

 

Heated mouth allows collection of snow 

melt. 

 

Wind Shield reduces precipitation losses. 

 

 

 

Right:  

Detail of Tipping Bucket mechanism used 
 
 
 
 



NWS Modernization Program for Surface Weather Observations: 

Since 1995 the ASOS Modernization program has replaced most 8-inch rain gages. 

Shielded Rain Gages, closer to the ground, using automated, tipping-bucket gages. 

Wind increases with height so lower collection mouth is better in principle.  

Better Measurement, fewer precipitation wind/turbulence losses at rain gage height.  



                                                                                                                                                   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

 

More information 

 

             NWS Surface Modernization Program 

 

 

             ASOS,  Automated Surface Observation System 

 

 

            ASOS improvement program 

 

 

            “Final”  --  ASOS precipitation measurement configuration 

      

 

  According to NOAA, completed in 2011 

 

 



https://ams.confex.com/ams/Annual2005/techprogram/paper_82895.htm 
 

https://ams.confex.com/ams/Annual2005/techprogram/paper_82895.htm
https://ams.confex.com/ams/Annual2005/techprogram/paper_82895.htm


Early ASOS having the Frize heated tipping bucket rain gage 

Source: Weather in Your Backyard, Ray Martin, Lead Forecaster NWS, powerpoint presentation 
on NWS Modernization Effort 



https://ams.confex.com/ams/Annual2005/techprogram/paper_82895.htm 

 Ott weighing gage with integral Tretyakov shield 

All-Weather Precipitation Accumulation Gauge, AWPAG 

https://ams.confex.com/ams/Annual2005/techprogram/paper_82895.htm
https://ams.confex.com/ams/Annual2005/techprogram/paper_82895.htm


 

https://ams.confex.com/ams/Annual2005/techprogram/paper_82895.htm 

AWPAG, Integral Tretyakov shield, and 8-foot Alter style shield 
 

https://ams.confex.com/ams/Annual2005/techprogram/paper_82895.htm
https://ams.confex.com/ams/Annual2005/techprogram/paper_82895.htm
https://ams.confex.com/ams/Annual2005/techprogram/paper_82895.htm
https://ams.confex.com/ams/Annual2005/techprogram/paper_82895.htm


Source: Weather in Your Backyard, Ray Martin, Lead Forecaster NWS, powerpoint presentation 
on NWS Modernization Effort 

ASOS, Automated Surface Observation System.  Left,  the All Weather Precipitation 

Accumulation Gage,  AWPAG.  10-meter wind mast has the red and white color scheme.  



ASOS AWPAG in Wikipedia: 
 
All-Weather Precipitation Accumulation 
Gage     inside 
 
8-foot Alter shield 
 
 



https://www.meted.ucar.edu/hydro/precip_est/part1_measurement/navmenu.php?tab=1 

&page=3-7-0&type=text 
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We now know that these 

precipitation increases are  

real, but they are artifacts of 

improved collection of  

precipitation with dual-shielded 

ASOS gages, not changing 

weather or climate. 



                                                                                                                                                   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


